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Abstract
Dengue is one of the burning global health issue for it claims the lives thousands of people due to its fatal nature, it upsurges various phases, namely subclinical infection, undifferentiated febrile fever, Dengue fever (DF) and devastating states which often ends to life, they are Dengue heamorrhagic fever (DHF) and Dengue shock syndrome (DSS). Dengue infection is a mosquito born disease which has engulfed many regions in general and tropical zone in particular, causing many casualties and has posed a threat to humanity, demanding strategies to resolve the global issue. It is reported that 50-200 million people fall prey to it globally by dint of its causative agents and imperative to mention that over proportional are the minor among the victims. Because of awful joint pain dengue fever is also named break bone fever. The common indicator in infected individuals is thrombocytopenia, coagulopathy and vasculopathy. Apart from supportive therapy, no aphoristic therapy has been introduced so far, however care may prove rescuer. Timely prognosis thwarts to enter it in deteriorating phase. In the list of laboratory diagnosis virus serology and detection of Ribonucleic acid are primed. Latest review emphasizes a detail summary on dengue infection, prognosis of numerous clinical manifestations, laboratory Diagnosis and management of different phases of infection.
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INTRODUCTION
Dengue virus infection can lead to spectrum of illness, initially moderate febrile illness to gradually riskier folds like hemorrhagic disorders; Dengue hemorrhagic fever (DHF) and Dengue shock syndrome (DSS)(1). Majorly it is self-limiting whereas in minor cases it develops serious complications in the form of DHF; having got its roots from south east, claiming the lives of number of peoples, the aforementioned clinical phase is based on increased vascular permeability and haemococoncentration, leading to DSS (2-4) most delicate phase of dengue infection posing to hypovolumic shock clinically fluctuation in plasma level and RBCs count, which is alarming. Extensive studies on DHF shows that emergence of two dengue serotypes in an area at the same time can peril DHF. Serologic research reveals that inheritance of secondary antibodies can worsen DHF phase.

Presently no specific antiviral therapy available, however severe complications can be prevented through instant detection and suitable management(5-9). It is broadly reported these days, that dengue complications threatening the whole world community both tropically and sub-tropically, according to World health organization (WHO) dengue virus is awfully turning saddening issues due to fertility, environmental factors, inappropriate prevention of vector, lack of health care facilities and lethargy of concern authorities, so for 30 folds increases has been witnessed from 1960-2010 (10-12). Four genetically distinct serotypes are identified up to date i.e. Den-1, Den-2, Den-3, and Den 4, all of them have the ability to cause severe illness (DHF/DSS). In Asian region Den-2 and Den-3 are more frequently found and these are associated with severe complications (13, 14). Infection with one serotype may lead to produce immunity against that particular serotype.infection with another serotyple in future may lead to severe complications, i.e. thrombocytopenia and increased vascular permeability, which can result in hemorrhagic and shock complications. The latest review put stress upon clinical, diagnostic and management aspects of Dengue infection transparently.

GLOBAL BURDEN
Throughout the 19th century, dengue was considered a sporadic disease, causing epidemic at long intervals, but now dramatic changes occur in this hearsay, presently it is considered an important mosquito born disease. In the past 50 years, Dengue virus hit a depicting ratio of the world population and its prevalence is dramatically scaling up with enormous outbreaks (15-17). Recently WHO claim that Approximately 3.6 billion of the world populations are residing in tropical and subtropical region, are at stake. Aedes mosquitoes are scattered in these regions. Presently more than 125 countries are effected by dengue virus,
including: south East Asia, United States of America, western pacific and in African countries (18). Each year approximately 50-200 million new cases emerge of DF, out of it 500,000 cases turn threatening (DHF/DSS), consequently near to 20,000 people die due to the complication of the virus, amongst the victims 90% are innocent childrens having age less than 15 years(19, 20). DHF was 1st investigated in Manila in 1954, now it is spread approximately all over the world, major epidemics of the dengue virus were happened in 1980s-90s, the predominant serotype at that time was Den-2, over the last few years it has changed to Den-3 serotype (21-23). 1st dengue pandemic occurred in 1998, in which 1.2 million cases from 56 different countries were reported of DF and DHF. Recently a new subgenotype is originated from indian sub-continent and later spread to other countries, this subgenotype was also a major cause of pandemic (24).

**Characteristics of Dengue Virus**

Dengue virus is a single stranded RNA virus belongs to genus flavivirus from family flaviviridae, also known as arbovirus (25). The virus genome is approximately 11 KB in length. Mature virion has three structural protein (core 'C', precursor membrane 'prM' and envelope 'E') and seven non-structural proteins (NS1, NS2, NS2a, NS2b, NS3, NS4a, NS4b and NS5) Fig 1. The envelope protein has important functions, it binds to a specific receptor on host cell and allows the virus to be transported through it, it is also related to haemagglutination of erythrocytes, induction of neutralizing antibodies, and protects immune responses (26). It has also an important role in RNA replication and production of infectious virus particles (27). Dengue virus share their antigenic epitopes with other flaviviruses, the sharing leads to production of cross reactive antibodies and hence, interfere serological analysis. Antibodies directed to the prM protein are species specific and are beneficial for seroepidemiological research on dengue (28).

**Vector of Dengue Infection**

Dengue is a mosquito born disease, *Aedes aegypti, Aedes albopictus* and *Aedes polynesiensis* play a central role in transmission of dengue virus. *Aedes Aegypti* is the primary and most critical vector and the rest two depend on geographical region (29). In some countries like Singapore, Thailand, India, and Mexico, Aedes albopictus has been found in the transmission of dengue while *Aedes Aegypti* can transmit virus in both tropical and sub-tropical region. It is a day biting mosquito and rests mostly in cool and dark places or indoors particularly in residing rooms, bed rooms and areas where small collection of water along with flowerpots are found(30). It is difficult to control it, because it breeds in polluted water, plant saucers, flower vases, uncover water tanks, barrels, water coolers and other places where rain water collect and stored, it lays eggs in water bins around the homes, which take 10 days to be hatched (31, 32). Damp condition offers suitable breeding opportunity to mosquito larval that's why the epidemic prevails over proportionally in rainy seasons, however rise in temperature shorten their life span (30, 33).

Fig 2 shows the transmission of Dengue virus infection, the infected mosquito take longer to bite as compare to uninfected one. This increased time corresponds dengue virus infection of organs known to control or influence the activities associated with feeding(34). Several research endorse the presence of transovarial dengue virus transmission in infected female *Aedes Aegypti*, allowing the virus to spread their progeny, such process act as a reservoir for virus to support during interepidemic period(35).

**Pathogenesis**

The average incubation period of Dengue virus is 07-10 days as soon as the infected mosquito bites, showing its symptoms regarding to the victim’s age and immune status, the symptoms (intense fever, constitutional signs) are observed for a week, having entered (virus) host circulation simultaneously grip the body through white blood cells. Dengritic cells, mast cells and endothelial cells are usually infected by the virus through endless series of replication with in B-cell, macrophages and in monocytes(36), probably ( Dengue virus ) effect spleen, bone marrow, leukocytes, lymph node, liver heart, stomach, thymus, kidney plus also disrupt blood brain barrier (37). There is possibility of both early recovery and severity in preliminary stage (38). Occurrence of overstimulation of immune system during infection tenure the virus dwindled away whereas the process leads to over production of cytokines, which badly paralyze the monocytes, hepatocytes and endothelial cells, as they have TNF-α, IFN-α and various chemical mediators. Both infected and non-infected dendritic cells are activated by IFN-α and TNF-α (39, 40). enormous number of various mediators and cytokines ascend vascular permeability, shock, leakage of plasma, hemostatic abnormality and hypovolemia, and it witnesses that endothelial cells go through apoptosis which disrupting endothelial cell barrier and causes generalized vascular leak syndrome(41).

Dengue infection is caused by any of the dengue viral serotype. Generally, infection with one serotype conferring to produce lifelong immunity against that particular serotype but not other, however new serotype infection jeopardize life, because antibodies produce during 1st infection were unable to resist, during this condition large number of antibodies were produce which lead to severe infection. This scenario is called antibodies dependent enhancement. Pre-existing antibodies cross-reacts with a new stereotype of secondary infection and cause extreme attack. Antibodies Coated virions can take up quickly by macrophages, monocytes and dendritic cells. This condition lead to high viral load, and dendritic cell present large number of antigen presentation to the T-cells which result in huge amount of T-cell activation and proliferation of memory T-cells, this condition lead to low expression of IFN-γ(42). Common pathological findings of this infection include peritoneal effusions, petechial hemorrhages, pulmonary edema, and serous pleural. There is no such data available which show the severity of infection belongs to which particular serotype or which serotype has significant outcome.

**Clinical Classification**

Dengue infection can turn threatening from asymptomatic state to more challenging stages that may lead to death if not properly managed(11, 43).Fig 3 shows the clinical classification of infection,WHO classifies Dengue infection into two categories complicated infection and uncomplicated infection. Plasma escape phase, DHF,DSS are risked severely and the remaining conditions are thought to
be mild and not complicated(1). According to 1997 WHO classification (44) of Dengue infection are classified into:

1. Un-differentiated Fever (UF)
2. Dengue Fever (DF)
3. Dengue hemorrhagic fever (DHF)
   a. DHF without shock
   b. DHF with shock

**CLINICAL FEATURES, DIAGNOSIS AND MANAGEMENT OF DEN INFECTION**

**Undifferentiated Fever (UF)**
Mostly this stage is hard to be differentiate and diagnosed from other viral infections, incase it is cured in short period. This stage is common in primary infection, but might also chance to occur in the initial stage of secondary infection.

**Dengue Fever (DF)**
WHO reports that the symptoms of DF become worsens and majority of patients characterize high grade fever along with retro-orbital pain, maculopapular rash, severe headache, myalgia, intense joint pain, low appetite, abdominal pain, diarrhea and vomiting like DSS patients also show these symptoms. In the majority of cases the early signs (melena, gum bleeding, hyper menorrhoea, epistaxis and hemoglobinuria) are missed due to the busy schedule of health care professionals, these signs can help in early detection of infection. Tourniquet test is also an important tool in the early investigation of the virus Patients usually recover in about 2-7 days or progress to more severe stages(45, 46). Due to severe joint pain and myalgia DF is also named break bone fever(43, 47). Approximately 50-82% of DF patients have peculiar cutaneous rash(10, 48). Preliminary rash is due to capillary dilation and present as a temporary facial flushing erythema, commonly observed in first 02 days of fever. The second phase of rashes usually appears from the third day of fever remains up to 01 week. In some cases these lesions may merge with one another and give a look of widespread confluent erythematous with clear look of blood spots with large number of sparing, giving an appearance of "white island in a sea of Red"(49). These rashes are severe in about 16-27% of cases, and cause pruritus(50, 51). In most of the cases bleeding does not happen usually at this stage. It is an incapacitating disease state however prognosis is favorable(45, 52). According to 2011 case definition of dengue fever by WHO. Dengue fever is suspected in a patient with excessive fever and two of the following signs, i.e. rash, myalgia, joint pain, headache, retro-orbital pain, or common bleeding includes hematemesis, petechiae, melena, gum bleeding or having tourniquet test positive. Clinical finding of dengue patients includes leukopenia (≤5,000 cell/mm³), thrombocytopenia (≤150,000 cell/mm³) and hematocrit level increase up to 5-10%.

**Management of DF**
Febrile phase of both DF and DHF are treated with antipyretic Paracetamol, other non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs such as diclofenac sodium and aspirin are contra-indicated infection because it causes gastric irritation. Paracetamol dose should not be exceeded more than 60 mg/day, as it can cause liver injury, that along with dengue infection may be result in more complications. If the temperature is not control with paracetamol slightly warm sponging is recommended (53), and patient should be managed with soft and nutritious diet or oral rehydration fluids. In case of vomiting antiemetic Domeperidone should be given to patient. Cimetidine is effective in patients with GIT bleeding or at risk of such bleeding due to low platelet count. In initial febrile phase, management of intravenous fluid is generally not necessary, except patients with intense dehydration. Hematocrit level and platelet count should be regularly checked from the third day of fever, because the chances of plasma escape are high during this time (53). Dengue infection is mostly mild and patient may recover soon at home, but when patient shows any serious sign like bleeding, clinical deterioration, change in the consciousness or any other finding in lab diagnosis the patient should be immediately hospitalized and so are the abstain from the edible stuffs due to risk of dehydration. Moreover, patients having high risk of DHF must be monitored regularly.

**Dengue Hemorrhagic Fever (DHF)**
DHF is mostly occurring during secondary infection however in some cases it occurs in primary infections, patients who have high viral load and slower viral clearance rate and in infants it may occur during primary infection because of inherited attained dengue antibodies from mother(54, 55). DHF initial symptoms are almost identical to DF. During DHF the high grade fever remain up to one week. In infants it causes splenomegaly and hepatomegaly. During DHF’ hemorrhagic tendency may occur in any one of the following conditions: ecchymosis, mucosal and gingival bleeding, petechiae. GIT hemorrhage, purpura, hematemesis, tourniquet positive and hepatomegaly(56).

Generally the most common hemorrhagic conditions found in DHF patients are blood vessels injury, petechiae. GIT Bleeding is observed in critical conditions while gingival and epistaxis are unusual signs. Hemorrhagic episodes in DHF are related to multi factors, i.e. Platelet disorders, the defect in coagulation pathway and vascular abnormalities, however platelet disorder may lead to thrombocytopenia and damage platelet fragile blood vessels and hence cause hemorrhage(56-60).

According to U.S. Pan organization and WHO guidelines DHF have following manifestations: high temperature, hemorrhagic features, platelet count less than ≤100,000/μl (thrombocytopenia), increase capillary permeability and plasma escape from capillaries which lead to increase hematocrit level(61). Clinically DHF has three phases i.e. Febrile, plasma leakage and convalescent phase. During Ith phase patient may face high temperature with constitutional signs and facial erythema(46), and the phase is marked through macular lesions and hemorrhagic tendencies, they persist up to one week and then drop to normal level, in some patients convalescence phase start soon but in some patients infection turn more severe and plasma leakage start(62). Plasma leakage phase characterized by Shock, fluctuation of pulse rate, hepatomegaly, cyanosis, pericardial and pleural effusions and ascites(63). Intense ecchymosis and GIT bleeding, Erythema, Bradycardia, pallor and confluent petechial rashes are the clinical features of this phase. According to WHO 2011 dengue suspected case criteria, DHF cases were defined as:

- **Foremost criteria:** elevated HCT ≥20 %, plasma escape, detection of ascites, pleural effusion.
- **Minor criteria:** 1>tourniquet positive or bleeding 2 > thrombocytopenia (≤100,000 cells/mm³)
In plasma leakage stage it is not necessary that patient may have hemorrhage or tourniquet positive, patient plt may be around 100,000 cells/mm$^3$.

DHF severity is divided into four grades.
- **DHF Grade I**: Positive tourniquet test, No shock
- **DHF Grade II**: Spontaneous bleeding, No shock
- **DHF Grade III**: Shock
- **DHF Grade IV**: Intense shock, unstable pulse rate.

**Management of DHF**
Fluid electrolytes maintenance is extremely important in controlling DHF phase. Platelet count less than 100,000 (unit) and hematocrit level >20% is a clear indicator of plasma leakage. According to the severity of the infection DHF is divided into 04 grades i.e. regular monitoring of complications, enough fluid management, regular assessment of fluids and electrolyte balance. Patient should be regularly supervised after 1-2 hours, to detect early signs of shock on time. Packed cell volume should ideally be investigated twice a day. The rate of fluid management depend on plasma leakage, this rate may be increase assessment of clinical signs such as frequent urination, increase PCV (53). Liver enzymes should be regularly monitored, as liver failure and hepatic encephalopathy are known related complications of DHF. Controversy exists in the use of fluids, WHO recommends crystalloid solution, while some research advise, that initial resuscitation using colloid had vital role in rapid restoring of hematocrit level, pulse rate and cardiac index (64).

Platelet transfusion is necessary in serious cases, possessing low platelet and visible signs of hemorrhagic, although the exact important platelet count for transfusion is unknown that has a significant influence on active hemorrhage, the critical phase lasts for 02 days then rever to convalescent phase (65, 66). After the fall of pcv and increase in plt count fluid therapy should be stopped, awareness of leakage phase is must or else overzealous fluid administration create complexity.

**Complications of DHF**
DHF may create bundle of complexities like encephalopathy, hemolytic uremic syndrome, defect in coagulation mechanism, liver failure, myocarditis and renal failure (29). In past epidemics these fearing scenarios were peculiar, over the past few years these complications were reported in increased frequency, it is because of increase in the DHF cases (67).

**Dengue Shock Syndrome**
DSS is the most fatal stage of Den infection, it claims decimating masses. Severe plasma loss from the circulation lead to DSS. Critical DHF patients may progress to this phase (68). The major clinical manifestations of this phase are; weak pulse rate, circulatory failure, cold and clammy skin and prolong capillary refill. When the body temperature below the normal, at that stage the risk of shock is increase. During this phase the patient may complain intense abdominal pain and regular vomiting shortly earlier than the onset of shock (69). The shock duration is less, if not then manage properly, it can cause death within 24 hours after the onset of shock (70). Patient may recover within 02-05 days from this phase with short supportive treatment duration of 07-10 days. Shock is often along with metabolic acidosis.

**Management of DSS**
It is the most critical and medical emergency phase, each and every minute is important, without delay fluid management (fluid swoping), Oxygen administration is also recommended, because of severe plasma escape. Delayed or not enough fluid can damage multi organs that may result in death. Clinical signs (pulse rate, capillary refill time) need to be monitored regularly, through pulse oxymeter oxygen saturation should be monitored. Important tests (blood grouping, cross match, electrolytes, liver function test, CBC) should be performed immediately. Electrolytes imbalance and acid base disturbance can commonly arise in prolong shock there is a high risk of disseminated intravascular coagulopathy, which can lead to intense shock and massive bleeding. Hence coagulation profile should be measured and in case of any complication platelet/ fresh frozen plasma or cryoprecipitate should transfused to patient. Ideal fluid management includes crystalloid (Ringer ‘s lactate) and colloid (Dextran 70) (71). Colloid found in normalizing pulse rate, PCV and heart related index more quickly with no major bad effects and as a result may considered preferred solution for acute resuscitation in dengue shock syndrome, as compared to crystalloid fluid (72). Intravenous fluids should be closely supervised for about 1-2 hour period of time during 24 hours. After adequate fluid management, if the shock elongates then the patient should be investigated for myocarditis and internal bleeding, if any abnormality is observed in cardiac enzymes or electrocardiogram patient should be treated with inotrophes in an intensive care setting. In Prolong shock in spite of decrease in hematocrit level after preliminary fluid replacement, resuscitation after transfusion of plasma or plasma expanders, patient may be suspected internal bleeding. Blood transfusion than may be advised(73).

**LABORATORY FINDINGS**
In initial phase, most of the cases have normal serum biochemistry along with normal count of platelet but in severe case low WBCs, low platelet count and raised liver enzymes are common lab findings. Common clinical signs observed in DHF are thrombocytopenia, Haemoconcentration, raise liver enzymes and leucopenia. The levels of both liver enzymes are elevated in childrens who have increased risk of DHF than in those individuals with classical dengue fever(74). Leucopenia is a strong indicator of DHF. Decreased level of complement protein, hypoaalbuminaemia, and abnormal coagulation profile are frequently found in DHF. Coagulation abnormalities suggest that there is activation of both coagulation and fibrinolysis during acute phase, and in severe condition the degree of this activation become high(75). During prolong shock following clinical signs are often seems: increased blood urea, hyponatremia and metabolic acidosis. Lipid concentration are also significantly lower in DHF patients(76).

**LABORATORY DIAGNOSIS**
Virus isolation, serology and molecular techniques are used to detect Dengue virus. However in some cases, the physicians start the treatment before the results of these assays on the basis of clinical history. Dengue virus are
investigated in serum, plasma and PBMC, after 2-7 days of the infection. The detection rate is better in PBMC of the infected patient as compare to serum sample (53.8% vs 18.9%) respectively. The detection rate is high in PBMC on day 04 of the infection, while in serum sample it is high in day 05.

**Virus Isolation**
The virus can be isolated during febrile phase from leukocytes, plasma or serum. The virus may also be examined in postmortem specimens such as; thymus, lung, cerebrospinal fluid, lymph nodes, pleural or ascetic fluid, spleen and liver(29). Ideal time to collect blood for analysis is during febrile phase is before the 5th day of illness (before formation of neutralizing antibodies), because the formation of immune complexes also influence virus isolation. The serum sample should be kept at 04-08 °C for 24 hours, but for longer period of time sample should be stored at 270°C(77). Mosquito cell lines are used for culturing, as they are more sensitive and easy to keep at room temperature for approximately 14 days. Presently C636 cell line (obtained from A albopictus) is commonly used(77).

Virus isolation is mostly executed for studies purposes, because need to understand more about it, take two weeks to study the result. Mosquito inoculation technique is used for critical specimens, as this technique is more sensitive than mosquito cell line(77). For mosquito inoculation technique toxoflrcynthites splenden and A.albopictus mosquitoes are widely used. Immunofluorescence assay or plaque reduction neutralizing test are usually perform for research purposes, it is used to identify the serotype in primary infection. Immunofluorescence assay is not expensive and give result in about 24-48 hours(78).

**Serological Diagnosis**
Mostly serological assays are used for diagnosis of Dengue infection, as they are relatively less expensive and easy to perform compare to other assays. Assays used for serological identification of Dengue virus are; ELISA assay, haemagglutination inhibition test, neutralizing test and complement fixation test. Dengue IgG and IgM ELISA is broadly used as it is cheap, more sensitive and easy to perform(79). On the 5th day of infection nearly all of the patients have measureable IgM antibodies and after 30-60 days from the onset of infection these antibodies become undetectable. The specificity and sensitivity of IgM ELISA are high i.e. 100%, 83.9-98.4 respectively(80). Sensitivity has significant influence in detection of secondary infection, because in secondary infection, secondary immune responses produces large numbers of IgG antibodies are produced due to stimulation of memory B cell, as well as IgM antibody to the current infection, IgM capture ELISA is used to compete excessive IgG with less IgMt(81). Antigen capture ELISA isrecently introduce, it is also used to identify the serotype of Dengue(82, 83). The potential of Dengue viruses to agglutinate goose erythrocytes is used within haemagglutination inhibition test, antibodies titers more than fourfold suggesting other flavivirus infection while single antibodies titer >1/2560 indicating secondary dengue infection, if clinical history of patient also correlate with Dengue infection.

**Molecular Detection**
Molecular techniques are generally more sensitive and rapid detection than other techniques. Multiple molecular assays are introduced in past few years. Most commonly used assays are RT-PCR, and RT-real-time PCR.

RT-PCR is useful in detection of dengue virus in early phase, when antibodies in patient serum is undetectable. RT-PCR is extra sensitive more specific than other assays, perform in less time, and easy to perform. specific primers are used to in amplification step to target a specific region of the genome. Serum, plasma or cells may be used to detect Dengue virus(53).

Real time RT-PCR is a one step assay, used to quantifies virus titre in approximately 1.5 hours. Singleplex (detecting one serotype in single reaction) and multiplex (detecting all four serotypes from a single reaction) real time PCR assays are used (84-86).

The downside of molecular techniques compare to other assays is relatively its excessive prices and needextra care while performing.

**CONCLUSION**
The compendium of our recent study is to know how to guard ourselves against the hidden enemy, dengue virus. Dengue viral infection is getting disastrous and catastrophic form as its history is self evident. The infection decimates masses globally drawing the attention of health experts to harbor the expected posterity against the disease by accurate management and prognosis apart from both the patients and the concerned authorities or else repentance will not end to the issue. Timely appropriate precautionary measures and allocation of funds ought to be raisedin order not to let worsen the cosmos and tranquility.
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